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ABSTRACT
By establishing a magnetic levitation ball system model in ADAMS and then with a combination of
MATLAB and the basis of this model, we made a co-simulation of the magnetic levitation ball with the
PID(proportional integral derivative)controller. The control simulation was done in MATLAB/SIMULINK
environment and on the use of visualization debugger interface and real-time monitoring to adjust the PID
parameter to make the ball be stable on the equilibrium position. Analysis is made in the case of gravity, with
the change of the distance between the center of the ball and the equilibrium position, change of suspension
force can be simulated. According to the simulation results, the control parameters of the PID controller are
optimized. On this basis, the most suitable PID parameters will be obtained.

Keywords: Magnetic levitation ball, MATLAB/SIMULINK, ADAMS, PID Controller, Real-time
monitoring.

However, the co-simulation can combine the advantages of
the parties and making use of their respective advantages,
making the real time data exchange in the process of
simulation, which can make the virtual model closer to the
actual model. In this paper, PID controller’s Design for the
magnetic levitation ball system is based on the combination
of ADAMS and MATLAB simulation, in order to analysis
the PID parameter control of the magnetic levitation ball.

1. INTRODUCTION
The basic working principle of magnetic levitation system
as shown in Figure 1.The primary task of EMS systems is to
eliminate the influence of gravity via electromagnetic forces,
which can avoid contact, and thus, no friction [1-4]. If the
performance of the EMS control system is less-powerful,
strong coupling vibration may occur between the vehicle and
the guideway endangering the stable suspension. Increasing
the stiffness and damping of the guideway is the usual
engineering application to eliminate this phenomenon [5-8].
magnetic levitation ball is a easy example to simulate the real
maglev system. The suspended objects is realized suspending
on the equilibrium position through using electromagnet
(taking the magnetic levitation ball as an example). The
output signal is identified by the sensor, and acts on the
controller in order to calculate the output control signal
through the control algorithm. The control signal is converted
to the control to the control current through the power
amplifier, which generates the levitation force, so that it can
interact with the gravity, so that the ball is stable at the
equilibrium position [9-10].
In recent years, much effort has been directed toward the
area of dynamics and control of the EMS system. With the
virtual prototyping technology gradually become a new
technology in the field of design and manufacture, using
virtual prototype instead of physical prototype, not only can
shorting the development cycle, but also the design efficiency
has been greatly improved. But each software always has its
own advantages and disadvantages [11-12]. So in a single use
of a software, the results are always not satisfactory.

Figure 1. The composition of magnetic levitation ball system
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2. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF MAGNETIC
LEVITATION BALL SYSTEM

G( s ) 

Electromagnetic force, which is the magnetic levitation ball
need to be stable in suspension, is generated by current
excitation, in conjunction with the magnetic circuit aroused
from the magnetic properties of suspension sphere's metal
material.
Electromagnetic force formula can be obtain by Maxwell
electromagnetic formula

k
X ( s)
 2 xi
I (s) ms  kxx

(6)

3. CO-SIMULATION
3.1 The simulation calculation
The levitation ball model is very simple, so it can be
directly modeled in ADAMS. The system design can be
modeled based on a MARKER point and a ball. According to
the experimental needs, the establishment of the magnetic
levitation ball model is shown in figure 2.
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In the case of neglecting the influence of the iron core, the
electromagnetic force is:

F ( x, I ) 

0 N 2 I 2 A

(1)

4 x2

Where: 0 is air permeability; A is air gap area; N is
number of turns; x is air gap
According to the Taylor formula, the electromagnetic F can
be Taylor expanded at the equilibrium point ( x0 , I 0 ) (At this
time, the electromagnetic force is balanced with the gravity of
the suspended object). Ignoring the higher order terms, it can
be depicted as:
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Figure 2. The magnetic levitation ball system model
Since the model is built in ADAMS, the quality of the
model has been defined directly by the software. Therefore,
the definition of state variables can be directly carried out on
the model the model.

( x  x0 )
(2)

The system displacement is in the Y direction, f d is the
external disturbance force, the equation of motion of the
suspended ball is:

m

d2x
 mg  F ( x, I )  f d
dt 2

Table 1. Define of state variable
Input variable
Name
Functions
.xuanfuqiu.
0
Force_In

(3)

Due to the magnetic levitation ball is 1-DOF simulation
model, it simply needs return the distance between the center
of gravity of the ball and the equilibrium position in the Y
direction in the reference coordinate system.
In the Y direction, adding the suspension force F and
setting the F function as VARVAL (Force_In), the value of
the control variable Force_In will be obtained in real time.
After that, the control parameters are derived, and the
MATLAB software is turned on to establish the interface of
data exchange, and the simulation results are obtained by
using SIMULINK software. As shown in Figure3, 4, Figure
3(a) is open-loop control system, Figure 3(b) is closed-loop
control system; Figure 4(a) is Simulation curve of open-loop
control system, Figure 4(b) is Simulation curve of closedloop control system, It can be seen that the open-loop system
is unstable, and the interference signal will make it deviate
from the equilibrium position. And the closed-loop system
will gradually make the ball more stable with the change of
PID parameters.

(2) into (3), it can be expressed as:

m
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interference, so
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circumstances of external
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(4)can be simplified as :

m

d2x
 kxx x  k xi I  0
dt 2

Output variable
Name
Functions
.xuanfuqiu.
DY(ball.cm,
distance
marker_1)

(5)

k xx , k xi is defined as the displacement stiffness coefficient
and the current stiffness coefficient of the magnetic levitation
ball system, the transfer functions of the input current and the
output of the breath distance. It can be expressed as follows:
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Figure 3 (a). A simulation of open-loop control system
Figure 5. Control diagram of 1-DOF simulation model in
PID
After the SIMULINK simulation model is built, the
simulation parameters can be set up. Setting the simulation is
15s.(the simulation results can be viewed according to
different simulation time), Setting the simulation mode to
‘discrete’, animation mode is ‘interactive’, it can make
numerical integration by using variable step Runge Kunge
method, which is own numerical integral function ode45
(Dormand-Prince) in MATLAB, the remaining parameters
can be maintained by default settings. After setting up, by
adjusting the proportion of links, differential and integral
parts, the co-simulation can be done in different PID
parameters. After the end of the simulation, the simulation
results can be viewed through the scope module. The joint
simulation
result
file(*.res)
can
be
import
ADAMS/Postprocessor post processing module, in addition,
the file can be analyzed and compared in this module. The
control parameters are continuously modified until the
satisfactory simulation results are obtained.

Figure 3 (b). A simulation of closed-loop control system

Figure 4 (a). Simulation curve of open loop control
system

3.2 Simulation result
On the basis of modifying and adjusting the control
parameters, 1-DOF simulation model is repeatedly simulated,
which can achieve the best control effect.
In the simulation process, setting the MARKER_1 point as
the balance position, the center of gravity of the suspension
ball should be floating at the equilibrium position, the final
effect is the center of the suspension ball and MARKER_1
point overlap, that is, steady suspension. In the Y direction,
the magnetic levitation ball drops under the gravity effect. An
upward force is applied to the center of gravity of the
magnetic levitation ball, in contrast to the gravity direction,
which is used to counteract the effect of gravity, it can make
the system achieve suspension effect. In ADAMS, the value
of the suspension force F is generated in the MATLAB, and
the VARVAL function can returned the value to the ADAMS
model in real time. In addition, F also depends on the value of
the air gap. Select four different PID controller parameters
into the PID controller. PID controller parameters are:

Figure 4 (b). Simulation curve of closed-loop control
system
Through the ADAMS module wrapping, the transfer
function or state equation can be avoided to input in the
MATLAB. After identifying the error between the data
provided by the feedback and the reference data, the
adams_sub module can directly output the control variable to
control the magnetic levitation ball. The PID magnetic
levitation ball control block diagram is given in the
SIMULINK platform based on ADAMS, where the
adams_sub is the export module in ADAMS, using the unit
negative feedback to return the output variable in the
feedback process.

K p  3, Ki  10, Kd  5

;

K p  18, Ki  5, Kd  3

;

K p  20, Ki  13, Kd  3 ; K p  10, Ki  5, Kd  12 , The
control system is simulated. The simulation results are shown
in Figure 6.
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Analysis of different PID parameters is in the image above.
From the graph we can see that, curve obviously does not
tend to be stable it has the very obvious modulation
phenomenon in the fourth group. Therefore, the parameters in
the PID need to be further adjusted. In the first set of data, the
curve has a gradually stable trend. But because the speed is
too slow, the magnetic levitation ball is still not stable at the
equilibrium position after the 10s simulation. In the second
sets of data, overshoot is too large and there is a steady state
error. But in the third group, as times goes by, the position of
the magnetic levitation ball moves to the equilibrium
position, and the steady-state error is reduced. Under the
disturbance of external random signals, it is still able to
stabilize the equilibrium state. It was shown in Figure 7. So
the PID controller system which is composed of
K p  20, Ki  13, Kd  3 has better dynamic performance
and steady state performance.

K p  3, Ki  10, Kd  5

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, 1-DOF simulation model is established.
Through the co-simulation of ADAMS and MATLAB, the
suspension setting for overcoming gravity is realized. The
following conclusion is obtained by analyzing the suspension
condition at the equilibrium position:
1)
When the magnetic levitation ball is too violent at
the equilibrium position, because the overshoot is too large, it
is needed to reduce the amplitude of the suspended ball by
adjusting the differential coefficient or decreasing the ratio
coefficient.
2)
If the ratio coefficient is too large, it will cause the
system to appear divergent, and the magnetic levitation ball
can not hover at the equilibrium position.
3)
When it is found that there is a clear steady state
error between the center of gravity and the equilibrium
position, the integral coefficient is adjusted to eliminate the
steady state error, but the response speed becomes slow.
4)
By using ADAMS to simulate, the motion of the
magnetic levitation ball can be observed in real time, and the
simulation results are analyzed and compared. In the analysis
of more complex objects, it is significantly better than the
MATLAB independent simulation.

K p  18, Ki  5, Kd  3

K p  20, Ki  13, Kd  3

K p  10, Ki  5, Kd  12
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